
Guide for Viewing Interior of Barn, Farmhouse and Parking 
                            
Traveling on Bypass Road you will come upon 2 red and yellow Auction signs. Turn in between 
the signs and following the parking arrows.                         
 After you park your vehicle in the designated parking areas, proceed to the ramp located at the 
front of the Barn. 
  
Personnel will be stationed at the foot of the ramp and will provide you with a layout for 
viewing the interior rooms of the barn. Then proceed up the ramp to the main entrance of the 
Barn. You are now on the upper level of the Barn and can proceed with your walk through by 
following your map.  Arrows are also posted along the upper and lower levels of the barn 
interior to assist you. After you are finished viewing the upper level proceed to the lower level 
of the Barn. There are three exits to reach the lower level where there are additional rooms. 
One exit is at the end of the hall at room #4, one in the kitchen (these steps are narrow) and the 
third exit is returning to the main entrance of the Barn. From the main entrance, continue 
down the outside ramp, turn to the right past the silo to preview the lower level rooms. 
Personnel will be posted throughout to assist you. The Farmhouse is located past the Cottage. 
To reach the Farmhouse follow the path that is located on the Bypass Road side of the Barn. 
The path leads past the Cottage to the Farmhouse. The building that is referred to as the Studio 
is next to the main parking area and will be open. The Stable is also open. In the event of rain 
on a preview day, the information center will be stationed inside the upper level of the barn. 
  
We look forward to meeting you at the previews. 
  
For the day of the auction enter the driveway between the same auction signs and follow the 
parking signs and possibly personnel directing parking. If you intend to bid at the auction follow 
the signs to the registration table. If it rains auction day auction will be held inside the Barn. 
 


